A theoretical framework based on the concepts and tools of nonlinear dynamical systems is advanced to account for both the persistent and transitory changes traditionally shown for the learning and development of motor skills. The multiple time scales of change in task outcome over time are interpreted as originating from the system's trajectory on an evolving attractor landscape. Different bifurcations between attractor organizations and transient phenomena can lead to exponential, power law, or S-shaped learning curves. This unified dynamical account of the functions and time scales in motor learning and development offers several new hypotheses for future research on the nature of change in learning theory.
A theoretical framework based on the concepts and tools of nonlinear dynamical systems is advanced to account for both the persistent and transitory changes traditionally shown for the learning and development of motor skills. The multiple time scales of change in task outcome over time are interpreted as originating from the system's trajectory on an evolving attractor landscape. Different bifurcations between attractor organizations and transient phenomena can lead to exponential, power law, or S-shaped learning curves. This unified dynamical account of the functions and time scales in motor learning and development offers several new hypotheses for future research on the nature of change in learning theory.
Motor learning and development are characterized by the persistent change in behavior over time.' There are potentially many indices of change in motor behavior and many time scales over which the change in behavior occurs. Nevertheless, theories of motor learning and development have been predicated predominantly on attempts to determine a single function of behavioral change across a range of task outcomes and context domains. This approach has helped support claims for a general law of learning for the motor and cognitive domains (Mazur & Hastie, 1978; A. Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981; Snoddy, 1926; Thurstone, 1919) . The prevailing position on learning curves is that of A. Newell and Rosenbloom, who proposed that the power law is the "ubiquitous law of learning" (p. 2; see also Ivry, 1996; Logan, 1988; Salmoni, 1989) .
The form of the mathematical function that fits the learning curve is important beyond mere description or curve fitting in that it has been used to support or refute the particular tenets of theories of learning. For example, the power law for behavioral change is a direct consequence of the principles of the chunking theory of learning (A. Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981) . However, a number of functions of change other than the power law have been shown in motor learning and development through a century of study (cf. Mazur & Hastie, 1978; Thurstone, 1919; Welford, 1987) . In general, theories of learning have tended to postulate or be loosely associated with one particular learning function, rather than to derive all the forms of persistent and transitory changes in motor learning and development.
A central proposition of this article is that time scales are fundamental in the characterization of the change in behavior that is reflected in motor learning and development. The different functions of change, such as an exponential function, power law function, S-shaped function, sudden "discontinuous" function, and so on make different assumptions about the time scales of change that are inherent in the mathematical equations used to fit learning data. Nevertheless, the issue of time scales (rates of change) has not traditionally been of explicit concern in learning theory as is evidenced, in part, by the general and persistent pursuit of a single function of learning. The notion of multiple time scales in learning and development has been raised in discussions of the application of dynamical systems theory to various aspects of behavioral change (Kugler, 1986; Port & van Gelder, 1995; Thelen & Smith, 1994; van Geert, 1994) , but there have been no formal links advanced between the evolving dynamics of learning phenomena and the functions of learning.
In this article we outline a dynamical systems framework for the persistent (relatively long-term) and transitory (relatively shortterm) time scales of change that are typically found in movement and action. We postulate that the functions of change at the task level are products of the evolving set of dynamical subsystems at multiple levels of analysis of the organism-environment interaction, each with its own changing time scale. This single theoretical framework can derive the established set of short-and long-term functions of change typically realized in motor learning and development.
In this view, a particular set of interactions of an organism, environment, and task over time can engender a particular function of change or type of learning curve at the task level. Moreover, there may be classes of tasks that can be characterized by a given function of learning for classes of participants. These local patterns of change in behavior over time as shown in learning curves will, however, not constitute general global laws of learning as proposed by A. Newell and Rosenbloom (1981) , even though they afford some degree of generalization about the nature of motor learning and development. The global regularities of change over time at the different time scales are to be found at the level of the changing pattern of the dynamics rather than in the performance outcome of task space. Thus, in the approach developed here, the established functions of learning do not differentiate theories or laws of learning but rather reflect different pathways in a continually evolving search for the mapping of task arid dynamic stability in organism-environment interactions over time.
The initial section of this article briefly reviews the earlier efforts to characterize the functions of change for motor learning and development. A synthesis of the most general phenomena of change in motor learning and development is provided. Subsequently, several computer simulations are reported that provide results in support of the proposal that a set of embedded and evolving dynamical systems can produce the standard persistent and transitory phenomena of learning curves, including the common power law function. Finally, this dynamical framework for time scales is interpreted in the context of the most prevalent phenomena of change found over real time periods with different durations in motor learning and development.
Time Scales of Change in Motor Learning and Development
It is a traditionally accepted position that learning is dependent on the learner's developmental state (e.g., Connolly & Prechtl, 1981; Hinde & Stevenson-Hinde, 1973; Piaget & Inhelder, 1969) , but the domains of motor learning and motor development have been relatively separate areas of study, with distinct theoretical, action, and population age group emphases (cf. Hay wood, 1993; Magill, 1985) . Nevertheless, the concepts of learning and development both rest on a determination of the respective function(s) of change in behavior. The time scales for considering change in motor learning and development have often been different, although they do not have to be, and the distinction between the influences of learning and development on performance has often not been straightforward from the extant experimental designs.
The introduction and subsequent development of dynamical accounts of movement in action (Beek & Beek, 1988; Haken, Kelso, & Bunz, 1985; Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1980 Kugler & Turvey, 1987) and cognitive and motor development (Smith & Thelen, 1993; Thelen & Smith, 1994; van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992; van Geert, 1994) have provided the foundation for the development of a general theoretical framework for the change that characterizes motor learning and motor development. The focus of the dynamical approach to learning and development has been largely confined, however, to changes through practice in the organization of the attractor dynamics supporting movement in action (Kugler & Turvey, 1987; Mitra, Amazeen, & Turvey, 1998; Schoner, 1989; Schoner & Kelso, 1988a , 1988b and the rule or search strategy that characterizes the nature of the change in dynamics over time (Fowler & Turvey, 1978; K. M. Newell, 1991; K. M. Newell, Kugler, van Emmerik, & McDonald, 1989) . There has been limited attention to a dynamical account of change as reflected in learning curves (Shaw & Alley, 1985) .
The change in movement performance variables over practice tends to exhibit both persistent and transitory properties. It is the persistent changes that have provided the basis for the determination of the functions or laws of learning and development. The transitory properties are typically ignored or underplayed as they are assumed to either be randomlike from trial to trial or show some short-term order at the beginning of a practice session in the form of what is known as warm-up decrement (Adams, 1961) -the decrement in performance occurring after a rest period. We begin with an examination of the persistent changes of motor learning and development as these provide the basis for theoretical issues about time scales and the change in behavior.
Persistent Change in Motor Learning and Development
There have been several efforts directed toward determining the function of change in learning (e.g., Gulliksen, 1934; Mazur & Hastie, 1978; A. Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981; Snoddy, 1926; Stevens & Savin, 1962; Thurstone, 1919; Welford, 1987) . The focus of these publications is the characterization of the form of the learning curve, which is typically a plot of the outcome of performance, in relation to the task criterion, as a function of practice. There are many other variables that can be used as reflections of the change in behavior, but the outcome variable of the action has been the predominant index of motor learning and development (cf. Keogh & Sugden, 1985; Magill, 1985; Schmidt, 1982) .
It has often been stated that learning curves of almost every conceivable shape can and have been found (Mazur & Hastie, 1978; Underwood, 1949; Woodworm & Schlosberg, 1938) . Learning curves can exhibit a variety of general forms including simple negatively or positively accelerating functions, S-shaped functions, and discontinuous change. However, it appears that the observations that support the presence of a broad range of learning functions have been largely dismissed a priori on strategic grounds because of the theoretical goal of realizing a single common law of learning. Indeed, the determination of the laws of learning is usually confined to the evaluation of the negatively accelerating form of a continuous learning curve. This theoretical strategy has been rationalized in traditional and contemporary theories of learning by the general assumption that the influence of practice on the rate of learning declines systematically because of limits of the biological system (Thurstone, 1919) .
Nevertheless, from a descriptive standpoint, the form of learning curves has been shown to fit a variety of mathematical functions, including logistic, exponential, square root, hyperbolic, and power law equations. In what is still one of the most contemporary statements on this problem, Mazur and Hastie (1978) proposed that an accumulation model of learning based on the hyperbolic func-tion, Equation 1, fits the learning curve from verbal and motor learning data very well and better than an exponential function:
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where y is the amount of learning, t is the amount of time or training, t 0 is the measure of the amount of initial training, k is the asymptote for learning, and R determines the rate of convergence to this asymptote. In contrast, A. Newell and Rosenbloom (1981) followed Snoddy (1926) and Stevens and Savin (1962) in proposing that the power law (linear log-log relation) of the general type of Equation 2 tends to fit learning data from a variety of domains very well and generally better than the hyperbolic function (which itself is mathematically a special case of the power law):
where T is task criterion of performance time, B is the performance on the first trial, a is the slope of the function, and N indicates the trial number and substitutes for the continuous time parameter t in Equation 1.
The determination of a canonical function of learning by Mazur and Hastie (1978) and A. Newell and Rosenbloom (1981) was based on an evaluation of published data sets of motor and verbal learning, but the only data set evaluated in both studies was that of Grossman (1959) . The difference in databases examined may have contributed to the contrasting conclusions drawn about the laws of learning, although Mazur and Hastie also seem to have relied extensively on an unpublished communication for dismissing, apparently a priori, the validity of the power law. It is also possible that the authors' different theoretical perspectives on learning influenced the respective formulations of the best fitting learning curve, a factor that reflects the long-standing recognition of the importance of rational or theoretical curve fitting versus that based on a mere empirical agenda (Guildford, 1936; Thurstone, 1919) .
The range of exponents signifying the rate of learning within both the hyperbolic (Mazur & Hastie, 1978) and power law (A. Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981) fits to data sets reveals that there is not a general rate of learning within a given learning function. There also does not appear to be a relation between the exponent of change and a given task category, although the range of task categories examined in these two studies was limited. These observations lead to the proposition that learning rate is individual and task specific even when a common function of persistent change is apparent.
Nevertheless, the generally accepted position today is that the power law is the function or the law of motor learning (Ivry, 1996; Logan, 1988; A. Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981; Salmoni, 1989; Stevens & Savin, 1962) . This is in part because two of the most quoted motor learning studies (Grossman, 1959; Snoddy, 1926) showed learning curves that are generally well fitted by a power law. The Snoddy experiment had time and error data combined as the outcome score for a mirror-tracing task over 100 trials of practice (see Figure 1 ). The Grossman study reported an assessment of the time that factory operators took to roll cigars over 10 million trials of practice in a period of 7 years (see Figure 2) . The fact that the power law fits the motor learning data from different tasks and time scales gives credibility to the claim by Logan Figure 1 . Learning data in a mirror-tracing task (adapted from "Learning and Stability," by G. S. Snoddy, 1926, Journal of Applied Psychology, 10, Figure 3, p. 11) . In the public domain.
(1988) that any theory of motor skill acquisition that does not accommodate the power law function for learning can be rejected immediately. The Snoddy and Grossman studies, do, however, show significant departures from a power law early and late in practice, respectively.
Although the power law provides a good fit to the data of a large number of motor learning studies, there are other motor learning data sets that show departures both qualitatively and quantitatively from this function. Indeed, the maxim that many functions of change (Mazur & Hastie, 1978; Underwood, 1949; Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1938) can arise from learning studies should, in our view, lead to a broad vision of the nature of the functions of motor learning rather than a narrowing of the learning problem to a theoretical rationale for a single function. Furthermore, there are several methodological practices and data reduction strategies that can compromise the description and interpretation of learning curves.
A particularly critical issue is the common practice of blocking trials or averaging data across participants. Learning trials are often blocked for analysis and presentation to remove the presumed transient randomlike changes from trial to trial while emphasizing the persistent changes or the global trend of learning over trials. The problem is that blocking data from groups of trials can modify or mask properties of the persistent trend as well as those of the transient changes. In particular, this data analysis strategy reduces the evidence of rapid change in performance that is often present early in practice. Averaging data over participants can also produce learning curves that are not representative of any single individual in the group (Bahrick, Fitts, & Briggs, 1957; Underwood, 1949) . The degree to which the averaging of learning data over trials and participants has masked the functions or time scales of motor learning is not clear. Nevertheless, this consideration should remind us that the laws of learning should reflect both the persistent and transient changes in the performance of individuals over time.
Another limitation to the interpretation of learning curves is that most published motor learning studies in the last century are based on data obtained from a single practice session (K. M. Newell, 1985) . Thus, in the broad picture of learning motor skills through the life span, the time period of observation of the learning process has been very short, most usually confined to performance within a single hour of a single day. The number of practice trials or the duration of the practice period for the assessment of learning curves has been, therefore, quite limited in relation to the realities of the performance of everyday activities, such as the learning of vocational or leisure time actions (Bloom, 1985; Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Romer, 1993) . Indeed, the broad collection of new movement forms and behaviors that arise over time from conception to maturity (Bayley & Davis, 1935; Prechtl, 1984; Robson, 1970; Shirley, 1931; Thelen & Smith, 1994 ) exhibits a range of time scales to the behavioral change. The recent emphasis on aging and motor skills (cf. Spirduso, 1997) only broadens the developmental time period on which qualitative and quantitative changes in motor behavior can and should be considered. The study of motor development has typically led to a consideration of change in motor behavior over much longer time periods than those outlined above in the study of motor learning with young adults. Longitudinal studies have been more prevalent in the study of infant motor development (Bayley & Davis, 1935; Gesell, 1929 Gesell, , 1946 Shirley, 1931; Thelen et al., 1993) , and the data emanating from these analyses reveal both qualitative and quantitative changes in behavior. The fitting of simple mathematical functions to qualitative data proves to be very difficult, at least with our current conceptions of the relevant variables to be examined. Consider, for example, the challenge of determining a learning function for an infant acquiring the various fundamental movement patterns of posture, locomotion, and manipulation (Bayley & Davis, 1935; Halverson, 1931; Shirley, 1931) . It is generally accepted that there is not a single invariant pathway to the learning of these actions over time, although some probabilistic generalizations about the emergence of the sequence and patterns of the fundamental movements are possible (Gesell, 1929; K. M. Newell, 1986; Shirley, 1931; Thelen & Smith, 1994) . Adaptations of Waddington's (1957) metaphor of an epigenetic landscape for development have been used to provide an intuitive image of the variety of time scales of change in the development of the fundamental movement patterns (Connolly, 1986; Kugler, 1986; Muchisky, Gershkoff-Stowe, Cole, & Thelen, 1996) .
The limited observation period of extant motor learning experiments reduces the range and combination of learning functions that are actually realized in individuals learning motor skills through the life span. Also, and of importance, the changes wrought with practice in a single session do not necessarily reflect the persistence of change that is required by theories of learning for the veridical use of the term learning (Schmidt, 1982) .
2 In summary, the rich variety of actions that are learned and performed through the life span produce a broad range of changes in task outcome and other behavioral variables. As a consequence, several functions of change can emerge in learning curves from the multiple time scales of motor learning (Mazur & Hastie, 1978; Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1938) .
Transitory Change in Motor Learning and Development
There are a number of types of transitory change in performance over time that are usually ignored or averaged out in assessments of learning and development. The persistent changes that characterize learning and development are those that are relatively slow and occur over a single practice session, days, months, and years. In contrast, the transitory changes are relatively fast, such as those that occur within particular segments of a single practice session. Transitory changes in behavior are either randomlike fluctuations in performance from trial to trial or warm-up decrement phenomena that reflect rapid and short-term systematic change at the beginning of a practice session (Adams, 1961) . Thus, the time scale of transitory change is much shorter than that which provides the foundations for assessments of the persistent change of motor learning and development.
The trial-to-trial transitory changes in behavior are generally interpreted as reflections of noise in determinations of the functions of learning and development and are then dismissed in subsequent empirical evaluations and theoretical considerations. Indeed, as previously stated, these performance fluctuations are usually averaged out in the assessments of learning by averaging data over blocks of trials within a participant and then also averaging across participants. These data analysis strategies can mask the actual individual participant and trial functions of change, but the extent of this problem has not been examined empirically.
There have been very few assessments of the trial-to-trial fluctuations in the learning and performance of motor skills. The time-evolutionary or dynamic properties of the change in behavior have been largely ignored in a century of learning research. Inferential statistics in the form of analysis of variance models has dominated the assessments of motor learning through evaluations of the amount of change in performance over time. The few time series analyses of motor learning data that have been conducted suggest that a number of change models of the trial-to-trial fluctuations are possible, including white noise (Spray & Newell, 1986; K. M. Newell, Liu, & Mayer-Kress, 1997 ); 1/f-like phenomena 3 (Gilden, Thornton, & Mallon, 1995) ; and autoregressive, integrated, moving-average (ARIMA) processes (K. M. Newell et al., 1997; Pressing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997) . The piece-wise linear map has also been shown to fit very well the short-term change processes that occur in learning a simple movement timing task (Liu, Mayer-Kress, & Newell, 1999) . Thus, the trial-to-trial fluctuations of human learning and performance are not necessarily those of a white noise model (cf. K. M. Newell & Slifkin, 1998) , but further study is clearly required before firmer assessments of the structure of the transitory changes can be advanced.
The most pronounced systematic change in the transitory phenomena of motor learning and development occurs early in a practice session in the form of warm-up decrement (Adams, 1961; Schmidt, 1982) . Figure 3 shows the classic rapid and systematic change that occurs at the beginning of each practice session in the learning of a pursuit rotor task (Adams, 1952) . The change through warm-up brings performance at the beginning of the practice session up to the current stable levei of the ongoing persistent change over time. The duration of the warm-up decrement tends to decrease as the level of skill increases. There have been several memory and activity set hypotheses advanced to account for warm-up decrement in motor skills (see Adams, 1961; Schmidt, 1982) .
The transitory changes in motor learning and development have been ignored or set aside in determinations of the function of learning. These changes must be incorporated into the overall framework of the time scales of change in motor learning and development and not passed off as simply noise. Indeed, there are systematic trends to the short-term changes realized through warm-up decrement. In summary, functions of learning have to be able to accommodate both the persistent and the transitory changes in individual and group performance.
Dynamical Systems, Time Scales, and Learning Functions
Over the past 20 years or so there has been active development of a dynamical systems approach to motor control (Beek & Beek, 1988; Haken et al., 1985; Kelso, 1995; Kugler et al., 1980; Kugler & Turvey, 1987; Schoner, Haken, & Kelso, 1986; Turvey, 1990) . This approach was stimulated to a large degree by the theoretical perspectives on information in action from direct perception (Gibson, 1979; and those of self-organization in open systems (Haken, 1983; Iberall, 1972; Prigogine & Nicolis, 1971) . It was also recognized that a key issue that had to be addressed directly in a theory of action is the degrees of freedom problem (Bernstein, 1967) . Namely, this is the problem of determining how the many degrees of freedom at different levels of analysis of the system are harnessed to produce the movement form and variability associated with action. To a large measure, the dynamical systems perspective was embraced in the movement domain as a reaction to the limitations of the symbol-based computer metaphor accounts that dominated motor learning and control in the 1970s (cf. Carello, Turvey, Kugler, & Shaw, 1984; Keele, 1968; Kelso, 1981; Schmidt, 1975) .
In the most general sense a dynamical system is virtually anything that evolves in time under the action of a deterministic or stochastic law or rule. The theory of mathematical dynamical systems affords a specific description and prediction of change through the use of two key components. First, a state vector (a collection of state variables) describes the state of the system at any instant of time. Second, a rule or function predicts where the system will be in a future instant of time, given that we know the current state. A dynamical system is usually modeled in continuous time through the use of differential equations or in discrete time through the use of difference equations (Kaplan & Glass, 1995) .
The most significant development in theorizing about dynamical systems and movement has been the Haken et al. (1985) synergetic-based continuous dynamics model for interlimb coordination (called the HKB model for Haken, Kelso, and Bunz) . This model, together with its subsequent elaborations (Haken, Peper, Beek, & Daffertshofer, 1996; Kelso, DelColle, & Schoner, 1990; Schoner et al., 1986) , has been shown to provide a dynamical account of a wide range of intra-and interlimb coordination phenomena including periodic and multifrequency coordination dynamics, phase transitions, stability, variability, and hysteresis. The basic equation of the HKB model has withstood a wide range of empirical tests over the past 15 years in a number of different movement protocols (cf. Kelso, 1995) .
The HKB model provided the theoretical background for the subsequent development of a dynamic theory for motor learning (Schoner, 1989; Schoner & Kelso, 1988a , 1988b Schoner, Zanone, & Kelso, 1992) . In this view, learning occurs as a product of the relative cooperation and competition between the taskrelevant information and the intrinsic dynamics of system organization. The information attracts the movement dynamics toward realizing the task goal through the construction of a new set of stable spatial and temporal properties that will eventually reflect a new attractor in state space. Kelso (1992, 1997) have provided evidence of the changing nature of the attractor layout with the learning of new interlimb phase relations in coordination dynamics. Schoner (1989, p. 42) recognized that several features of this initial approach to modeling the dynamics of motor learning may be problematic. One central issue in this regard is the assumption that there is a single time scale of motor learning. If this were the case, then, from a dynamical standpoint, an exponential function would consistently be realized in learning curves so that the power law and the other extant functions of motor learning would not be accommodated. Subsequent modeling by Schoner placed exponentials with different time scales in the intrinsic dynamic and the memory terms, respectively, of the model, but the choice of constants used for these exponentials did not produce power law behavior-or, indeed, other departures from an exponential behavioral change. It was also assumed that the particular task demand (in this case the production of a criterion relative phase between the effectors) was independent of the learning dynamics.
The assumption of a fixed single time scale for learning reduces the difficulty of the modeling process, but as we have outlined previously, it is not consistent with the broad set of functions that capture the change in motor learning and development. In addition, the dynamical modeling approach to date has made no formal links between the changes in the dynamics of the system state space and learning as reflected at the task level by learning curves of the task outcome variable. One of the central goals of this article is to formalize a broader set of dynamical conditions that can accommodate the multiple time scales and the primary functions of change evident in motor learning and development.
Integrated Multilevel Dynamical Theories of Motor Learning
Measures of change can be analyzed at many levels of the system, although the behavioral level of analysis still dominates the study of motor learning and development. This trend leads to an emphasis on the change in the performance variable that reflects the task criterion (often called the outcome variable), although increasingly of late there have been analyses of the persistent and transitory changes in the kinematics and kinetics of the torso and limbs (see K. M. Newell & McDonald, 1994) . There is also active study of change through learning at other levels of analysis, including muscle activity, through electromyography (EMG; Corcos, Jaric, & Gottlieb, 1996) ; cardiac activity, through electrocardiography (EKG; Forges, 1992); and brain activity, through a number of techniques, such as electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and positron-emission tomography (PET; Hallett & Grafman, 1997; Willingham, 1998) . Figure 4 shows a schematic of a framework of integrated multilevel dynamical theories of motor learning. The three panels organized vertically reflect different levels of observation of the individual in action. These levels are coupled by system organization, and each level tends to have a different time scale, with the time scales usually getting shorter going toward the microlevels of the system. There are, however, counterexamples to the hypothesis that organizational level and time scales are perfectly correlated, for instance, in developmental and aging processes at cellular and subcellular levels (e.g., synaptic density in the brain, telomere lengths-the end regions of DNA that shorten with each cell division and, therefore, constitute a molecular, biological clock with long time scales, i.e., time scales of years).
The level of macrophenomena may be represented by the spatial-temporal properties of the outcome of action as defined in relation to the task criterion. The middle panel captures the dynamics of the macroscopic torso and limb movement patterns. The middle and upper levels may be the same in some motor tasks, such as gymnastics, where a criterion movement organization is the task outcome. The lower level here could represent any subsystem of analysis, and we illustrate this here through the dynamics of EEG, MEG, EKG, or EMG. In principle, the ideas expressed here can be applied to all levels of analysis of the system.
The changes at each level of analysis can be described by measures of dynamics, and the principles of dynamical systems theory can be used to predict changes that would be expected in the future both within and between the levels of analysis. A key element in the analysis is the identification of the essential variable (Gelfand & Tsetlin, 1962) or order parameter (Haken et al., 1985; Kelso, 1995) that captures the macroscopic organization of the system in a steady state behavior (e.g., the relative phase of the finger motions in the HKB model). The study of learning also requires the identification of the most appropriate control parameter^) that will lead to an efficient and effective change in system organization (e.g., frequency in the HKB model) so as to induce a new steady state of behavior that is consistent with the production of a task outcome. It should be recognized that the role of time scales in motor learning and development is much broader than that emphasized in the schematic of Figure 4 . A fuller treatment of this issue than is possible here would include the influence of the time scales of phytogeny and ontogeny in motor learning and the related impact of culture and society on the development of human action. This broader context serves to highlight and emphasize the central role that time scales play in the study of motor learning and development.
Cross-Level Coupling

Levels of Organization
Evolution of
The mathematical theory of dynamical systems affords both description and prediction of motor learning phenomena within a modeling framework. The predictions can clearly be tested experimentally and, therefore, are open to falsification. The pathways of change that are depicted in Figure 4 are reflective of this timehonored inductive-deductive approach to science that is also an essential ingredient of any serious dynamical systems effort. A central challenge to the current endeavor (as well as to any other modeling approach), however, resides in mapping the phenomena of change in motor learning and development to the theoretical constructs and laws. The power of the dynamical systems framework for theories of learning lies in its capacity to systematically incorporate more details by increasing the dimensionality of the models. If the dimension becomes too high and, correspondingly, the models too complicated, Occam's razor will naturally favor competing theories with a more parsimonious account of the same learning phenomena.
In the framework of dynamical systems we discuss movement (in the sense of temporal change) in two different contexts. The movement of an arm, for example, takes place in physical space and is described by joint positions and their temporal derivativesvelocity, acceleration, jerk, and so forth. In classical (Hamiltonian) mechanics, each position-velocity pair is mapped onto a phase space degree of freedom, a collection of which constitutes a point in phase space. As the arm is moved, the point in phase space moves along a smooth curve referred to as its trajectory. Note that these two types of movements in physical space and in phase space have very different properties. For instance, if the arm is swung, it comes temporarily to a halt at the turning points. However, because at those points the velocity still changes, the corresponding point in phase space is not at rest. In dynamical systems (as opposed to biomechanics) we study not only mechanical degrees of freedom but also more general, nonmechanical variables such as information, coordination, fatigue, practice level, and so forth. The variables of that more general dynamics constitute the state space of the system. In order to minimize the risk of confusion we use the term movement in the context of physical movement in threedimensional space, whereas we use the term motion to describe the dynamical aspects of movement in state space. If we want to emphasize the geometrical aspects of a motion's time history, we use the term trajectory. Ericsson et al. (1993) proposed that the exhibition of expert performance in a variety of motor tasks is usually based on at least 10 years of deliberate practice. However, determining the amount of time it takes to learn a motor skill to particular levels of performance is a challenging issue both theoretically and practically. Along with the behavioral changes of movement dynamics and their outcome that are typically associated with learning are changes in subsystems at the multiple levels of analysis of the organism that can occur over even shorter real time scales of hours, minutes, and even fractions of a second (Luce, 1971) .
Time Scales and Learning Functions
The variables of practice time and chronological time, together with their interaction, determine the cost of training individuals in particular tasks and the overall efficiency and effectiveness of practice (Holding, 1965; K. M. Newell, 1981) . The time scale of learning is expressed as the rate (exponent within a function) with which learning takes place in chronological time. As we outlined earlier, several functions for the learning of motor tasks have been shown through a century of research. Surprisingly, though, in the discussions about laws of learning and the appropriateness of one function as opposed to another, there has been little, if any, recognition of the importance of the time scale of change. The term exponential, for example, has been used primarily in the spirit of a general description of change in performance rather than in regard to the properties of a single and particular time scale to learning. As a consequence, the nature of the time scales that are inherent in the fitting of learning curves with the respective exponential, hyperbolic, logistic, and power law functions has not been directly addressed.
The mathematical functions that have been fitted to motor learning curves hold different assumptions about the time scales for the change in behavior. For example, the exponential function is a reflection of a single time scale for the rate of change of learning. The exponent can vary from individual to individual and learning situation to situation, but the general form of the time scale of change is determined from Euler's constant e, which is used as the base of the Napierian system of logarithms (Guildford, 1936) . In contrast, the logistic S-shaped function for growth and change is based on two exponential time scales (that may or may not be symmetrical) that arise from the transition between two fixed points in a dynamical system. The power law, and its special case the hyperbolic, are reflections of a change in behavior that is (within boundaries) scale free or organized over all time scales (Bak, 1996; Schroeder, 1991) . The power law, therefore, lacks a natural scale, a feature that is apparent as a straight line when the logarithm of the function (performance) is plotted against the logarithm of the argument (practice time). If the data are better described by a single, exponential time scale, one obtains a straight line by plotting the logarithm of the function against the argument (not its logarithm). Thus, the primary mathematical functions that have been used to characterize the change in behavior and the concept of learning tend to reflect different assumptions about the time scale(s) of change.
We propose that the issue of time scales must be central in any attempt to formulate a law or theory of learning, no matter the contextual domain. Moreover, the time scale(s) of the function(s) of learning should be considered a priori and not just as an emergent property of the resultant empirical fitting of the learning curve. Our theoretical approach to a consideration of time scales of learning is grounded in the general tenets of dynamical systems and their application to motor learning and control.
In the remainder of this article, we build on the extant dynamical perspectives and develop a more general framework that can derive the variety of persistent and transitory changes that characterize motor learning and development. The results from several simulations show how the basic assumptions of a dynamical framework can produce the multiple time scales and the small set of behavioral functions that have been associated with change in motor learning and development. The simulations are based on examples from both the continuous change assumed in differential equations and the discrete time changes assumed in difference equations (Kaplan & Glass, 1995) . Subsequently, we link these dynamical principles to the primary phenomena of motor learning and key features of particular data sets. Finally, we provide hypotheses for future empirical work on the time scales of motor learning and development.
Multiple Time Scales of Change
To begin, we show how a collective system arising from multiple time scales of exponential functions can produce a variety of functions of change, including the power law. In dynamical systems, there exist two types of idealized motions that naturally introduce the fundamental concept of time scales. These motions have either (periodic) oscillations or growth-decay at a constant rate. In the first example, the period (inverse of the frequency) determines the intrinsic time scale of the system (see, e.g., Haken, 1983) . In the second example, the intrinsic time scale is the inverse of the growth-decay rate (see, e.g., Kaplan & Glass, 1995) . For linear dynamical systems these two classes of behavior and combinations thereof are the only forms of trajectories observed. 4 For both types of exponential trajectory, a variable x(t) at time t can be expressed as a (complex) exponential function:
where A is the position at time t = 0, the real part y of the exponent is the growth rate, and the imaginary part at is the frequency of the oscillation. Although nonlinear dynamical systems have a vastly richer repertoire, the two types of motions described by the above equation are fundamental to describing behavior close to fixed points. A fixed point is the mathematical concept that is associated with the equilibrium regions of the dynamics (Kaplan & Glass, 1995; Strogatz, 1994) and, at another level of analysis, what might be viewed as the steady state of the system behavior. The multiple time scales of change in task outcome over time are interpreted to originate from the system's trajectory on an evolving attractor landscape. Different bifurcations between attractor organizations and transient phenomena can lead to exponential, power law, or S-shaped learning curves.
Fixed points correspond to the absence of motion as in a pendulum at rest. At the turning points the movement of the pendulum also stops for a moment (i.e., its velocity is zero), but it is accelerated away from the turning point and, therefore, that point is not considered a fixed point. Close to fixed points a typical nonlinear system can be linearized. That means the motion can be described by the exponential function of Equation 3 arbitrarily well as we get close enough to the fixed point. Therefore, the motion close to the fixed point can be completely characterized by the exponents y and co, which are also known, respectively, as the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalue of the fixed point. (The word eigen in German means proper in the sense of intrinsic.)
Motion initiation and termination are either monotonically exponential or in the form of an exponential spiral. In initiation (termination), the trajectory leads away from (toward) the fixed point, and the fixed point is called unstable (stable). For the case in which the motion toward or away from the fixed point is straight without oscillations (spirals) independent of the direction, the fixed point is called a node. If the fixed point is approached along some direction and moved away from along other directions, it is called a saddle. This expression can be motivated by visualizing the movement of a marble that is dropped on different locations on a saddle. If oscillations or spirals are involved, the fixed point is known as the focus except in the special case in which the fixed point is neither stable nor unstable. In that case, points near the fixed point just oscillate around it, and the fixed point is called a center with the real part y of the eigenvalues being zero.
In more complicated cases it is possible that the fixed point has more than one eigenvalue and, therefore, a number of different decay rates and corresponding time scales. In engineering applications, for example, the system's eigenvalues are analyzed with the help of finite impulse response methods. The system is excited at all frequencies and time scales, for instance, by a 8 pulse, and then one observes how the different frequency modes decay. A 5 pulse can be thought of as a finite impulse that is generated by an infinite force acting only at a single moment. Hitting a hard surface with a hammer is a good approximation of a 8 pulse. These forms of perturbations are special because they have no internal time scale or frequency as they are of zero duration. Therefore, they can transfer energy to movement types at all intrinsic time scales. In that sense white noise can be thought of as a sequence of 8 pulses of different strength. For special combinations of decay rates and initial conditions, the envelope of the solution can be approximated by a power law over a finite range.
The study of behavior close to fixed points can be visualized for the case of fixed points being critical points (zero slope) of landscapes. The slope determines both the direction and the magnitude of the force acting on a point in this two-dimensional state space with (x, y) coordinates. Therefore, the trajectory of the system in this picture will be the same as that of a timid siding novice who snowplows down the hill without turning and making sure that he or she does not build up any speed (note that a ball rolling down a hill will build up momentum and overshoot the lowest point in the valley). The force on the skier can be calculated at any point in the landscape as the gradient (directional slope) of the generalized potential function V c (x, y) . Note that the potential depends both on the state vector (x, y) and the control parameter c, which determines the shape of the landscape.
In Figure 5 we show hypothetical examples of fixed points and how the landscape and three sample trajectories (starting at points A, B, C) change with the control parameter c. In the first panel of Figure 5 there is a valley with an attracting fixed point at the global minimum at (x, y) = (0, 0). Trajectories starting at initial conditions at A, B, C will, however, not reach the bottom of the valley" but will get stuck on the ridge close to y = 0 and x = 0.25. Note that all initial points on the other side of the valley will indeed' reach the global minimum. The attracting fixed point on the ridge is also called a metastable state, local or false minimum, and so forth and mostly should be avoided in a search for a global optimum. This example landscape is a modified HKB model (Haken et al., 1985) where the formation of the ridge with metastable state could be interpreted as learning to coordinate finger movements with a phase difference of 90°.
In the second panel of Figure 5 we change the control parameter just enough so that initial points at A and B will reach the global minimum but those at C will still be stuck at the metastable state on the ridge. Note that the trajectories starting at both A and B first go down to the bottom of the valley (reaching it at about y = 0.05) and then approach the global minimum. From this property we can induce (and confirm the intuition) that the system slides down the sides of the valley (in x direction) much faster than it moves at the bottom of the valley toward the global minimum (in y direction). Generically attracting fixed points do have a "fast" direction (large negative eigenvalue) and a "slow" direction (in the twodimensional case, the higher dimensional case works similarly) each characterized by different characteristic time scales.
In the third panel of Figure 5 the control parameter is increased even further, and now the metastable state o,n the ridge is gone. Therefore, all initial conditions in the landscape shown in the figure will reach the global minimum. Note, however, that the trajectory starting at C still "feels" the remnants of the metastable state in that it stays close to its previous location before it eventually descends to the final fixed point. This phenomenon of trapping or long transients is quite typical for nonlinear dynamical systems. Figure 5 shows the two components of a dynamical system: namely, the state vector (that specifies a point in the landscape here) and the trajectory that describes the pathway of change of the state of the system (the lines here depicting the pathway). The changing landscape reflects the change in the coordination dynamics that arises with learning. The pathways reflect the notion of search strategies in realizing system change and the learning of a new outcome in task space. These two components of the system organization are difficult to consider independently because the act of searching itself can change to varying degrees and rate the landscape of the attractor dynamics (K. M. Newell, Kugler, et al., 1989) . , where x 0 = 0.25 and a = 0.05. Note that for c = 0, y = 0 this potential is equivalent to the HKB model for which the mode of 180° phase difference (x = 0.5) is just becoming unstable (the control parameter of the HKB model is chosen to be 0.25). That is why we do not see a valley at 180°. In the first panel, the control parameter c is 0.525, whereas it is 0.425 in the second panel and 0.400 in the third panel.
A situation in dynamical systems in which decay rates decrease and, therefore, time scales expand is given by bifurcations, the nonlinear analogue of phase transitions in statistical mechanics. As a system approaches a bifurcation point, one of the eigenvalues becomes unstable, that is, changes from negative (real part) to positive and therefore has to pass through zero. At that point one has true self-similarity in that the system has no fixed time scale.
Time Scales and Power Laws
We have discussed that in the context of learning a fixed time scale can be expressed by a fixed learning rate that then leads to an exponential learning curve for the change in movement outcome. This means that the distance of the function that is measured by the learning curve to its asymptotic value decreases at a constant rate. If the learning curve is a power law, then the rate is not constant but rather decreases continuously.
Power law by concatenated exponentials. As an example, let us consider a learning curve that is measured by observing (constant) errors E n (n a 1) of consecutive trials and that is characterized by a power law with exponent y: E n = En y . Here n represents trial number (discrete time) and y determines the local rates at which the errors E n are assumed to decrease with trial number n. For each trial number n we can approximate the power law by an exponential function by estimating the local learning rate R n at that specific trial number n. This can be done by dividing the difference in consecutive errors (performance increase due to learning) by the value of the error at that trial (e.g., see K. M. Newell, McDonald, & Kugler, 1991) . If we do this for consecutive trials, then we observe a systematic decrease not only of the error but also of the rate at which the error changes, the local learning rate R n . In the situation of the power law learning curve (E n = En y ) as shown in Figure 6 , the local learning rate R n decreases as (4) Note that the local learning rate R n that we have introduced here is the special case of a local convergence rate to a fixed point. For linear systems it is always constant and therefore global. The time scale of learning is usually determined by the fitting of a function to the total set of trials (individual, averaged over blocks of trials and/or individuals). The above technique of taking the pairwise trial rate of change provides a direct visualization of the time scale of change and a different way to determine qualitatively or statistically the rate of change. In the above example, if the learning data were purely exponential, then the plot R n would have shown a horizontal function as a reflection of change from trial to trial that is proportional to the level of performance. If the data were that of a power law, then a curvilinear function to R n would be obtained. We use this method later in the article to assess the function of learning for some published data and show that it has some advantages over using the standard technique of percentage of variance accounted for in curve fitting the different functions of change.
We now show that one can approximate a power law by concatenated exponentials. This is a feature that will arise when different learning rates dominate in different phases of learning. Because we have a given (local) learning rate R n at any point of the learning curve, we can approximate a power law by a sequence of processes with fixed but decreasing rates. For instance, we can interpolate an exponential function h m n (t) between values of the learning curve E m and E n for times / between m and n:
Note that in this article we use the variable t to indicate a continuous time variable and the variables n, m to denote discrete time variables (e.g., trial). In Figure 7 , we illustrate that process with the example of the power law E n = En y from above with y = -0.7 and consecutive trials, that is, n -m = 1 for trials n, m < 10.
This simple simulation confirms that a sequence of processes governed by exponential laws of decreasing exponents could approximate a learning curve that can be best fitted by a power law. Besides overall quality of global fit, we therefore also need to consider nonrandom modulation of the learning curve that provides additional evidence for the presence of exponential processes if those deviations are convex downward over specific ranges of time scales.
Power laws and superpositions of exponentials. It is established that all smooth, bounded functions can be expressed as the (potentially infinite) sum of trigonometric functions. This property-which is at the basis of Fourier analysis-is not shared with exponential functions with real exponents. This means that we cannot strictly express a power law as the superposition of exponentials but we can nevertheless approximate them over a finite range with limited precision.
In the following example we approximate the power law/J/^ = n"~0 7 (short-dashed line in the log-log plot of Figure 8 ) with the sum of two exponential functions with only real exponents, that is, ffn -A,<? Tl ". The two amplitudes and exponents in Figure 8 are AI = 0.423, y, = -0.558 (long-dashed line) and^4 2 = 0.372, y 2 = -0.072 (dot-dashed line). We can see that the sum of the two exponentials/^' = f\" y n + ff n (solid line) approximates the power law reasonably well over the range 1 < n s 2.5 (Mayer-Kress, Newell, & Liu, 1998) . Note that because of the logarithmic scales the graphs of the exponential functions do not appear to "add up" because log/^' =fc logf\ e) n + log/2^-For large values of n the contributions of/^ become very small because of its larger decay rate. Therefore, the graphs of/J, s> (solid line) and/^ (dot-dashed line) merge at around n = 2.5.
In the example above we assumed that all solutions with different time scales are active at the same time. If we look at the decay rates of a process that evolves according to a power law, then we observe that those decay rates also decay. For example, for the power law x(i) = r~0 7 we can fit different exponents in consecutive time units.
As an illustration of this case, let us assume for the moment that we have N participants, each with exponential learning curves with fixed rates y l > 0 centered at a mean rate y along with a Gaussian distribution of width Ay. This means that for each participant i we have a learning curve: £," = E t e nyi . If we average across participants, then we observe an approximate averaged learning curve E n = e" y . For large values of Ay, however, the observed averaged data can have a better fit with a power law than with an exponential. In Figure 9 we illustrate such an example. This simulation shows that averaging learning data across individuals who each exhibit an exponential function with different exponents can lead Figure 8. Simulation of a power law function from two exponential functions. Note that we add the exponential curves and not their logarithms; therefore, the functions do not appear to "add up." Figure 9 . Log-log plot of the distribution of simulated exponential learning curves E, " (dots) with average rate y = 0.7 and variance a 2 = 0.25. The average E n was calculated over A' = 1,000 simulated participants with 10 trials each.
to a power law for the collective (averaged) function of change in the learning curve.
There are a number of other relevant contrasts of learning functions that could be usefully made through simulation. For example, averaging a set of power laws that might arise, for example, from a group of participants learning a particular task will lead to a plot of E in that is similar in mean to that shown in Figure 9 in averaging exponentials. The major difference between averaging exponentials and power laws is that the variance pattern changes as approximately an exponential in the former case and a power law in the latter case. Thus, analysis of the distribution properties in averaging data becomes another tool to distinguish the real function of change in learning.
S-Shaped Learning Curves and Saddle-Node Bifurcations
In this section we show that a dynamical systems perspective can also account for the generation of S-shaped learning curves, including the class of logistic functions. S-shaped learning curves are less apparent in the motor learning literature than exponentials and power laws, but they have been shown in a number of tasks (Mazur & Hastie, 1978; Underwood, 1949; van Geert, 1994; Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1938) .
Under some conditions the central "steep" part of the S-shaped curve can become so steep that the transition from the lower to the upper branch looks like a discontinuous jump. In the physics of phase transitions (such as the transition from water to ice or vapor) this is known as a first-order phase transition. In the context of dynamical systems, however, we know that discrete jumps of continuous systems between two separated states (lower and upper branch of the S-shaped curve) are not possible (because they would imply infinite acceleration). In the most general, nondegenerate case we would expect separate rates for the initiation and the termination of the transition corresponding to two different time scales. Mathematically, this transition is described by a saddlenode bifurcation where-because of a change in control parameters-a saddle fixed point collides with a node and both fixed points disappear in the process.
Let us assume that prior to the bifurcation two stable nodes q s _, g s+ are separated by a saddle q a in such a way that initial states close to the saddle will (typically) converge to either one of the two nodes. To demonstrate the S-shaped transition, we assume that the system is initially at node q s _. As we change the parameter to the value of the saddle-node bifurcation, the node <? s _ (and with it our initial state) will approach the saddle q u and both fixed points annihilate each other. In that moment the initial state is no longer stable but will be attracted by the second node q s+ . Figure 10 shows a plot of the location of the fixed points as a function of a bifurcation parameter j3. The fixed points are labeled q s^ for the stable node at the lower branch of the S curve and q s+ for the stable node at the upper branch. The dotted line indicates the location of the (unstable) saddle q u . The vertical arrows represent stable and unstable manifolds of the fixed points at different values of the bifurcation parameter. An arrow pointing toward a fixed point corresponds to the stable manifold because it represents initial conditions that will asymptotically approach the fixed point. (Note that for ft < -0.2 and /8 > 0.2 only nodes and their stable manifolds exist.) As the system crosses the value J3 = 0.2 from the left, the saddle q u and node q s _ annihilate each other and a rapid, S-shaped transition to the upper fixed point q s+ occurs (see Figure  10) . Furthermore, at /8 = 0 we have a situation for which the unstable manifold of the saddle q u coincides with a branch of the stable manifolds of the nodes g s+ , q.._. This situation is known as heteroclinic connection between fixed points.
In many situations we cannot measure the state of the system directly but can do so only via certain observables. For instance, in the context of motor learning we know that the learner goes through different states of movement coordination but what is typically observed is a performance variable. If we plot such an observable during the transition as a function of time, then we obtain the familiar S-shaped function. If we change the same control parameter back to a (subcritical) value for which both q s _ and q u exist, then we will observe that the system will not return to q s _ but will remain at <j s+ until the parameter is such that the saddle q u collides with the node q s+ . In physics this phenomenon Figure 10 . Representation of a saddle-node bifurcation for the system described by Equations 6, 7, and 10. Note that ft = -b is the bifurcation parameter and parameter k = 0.5 is held fixed, (cf. Figures 13 and 14 , where the role of the parameters has been switched.) is known as hysteresis and the transition as first-order phase transition. If no hysteresis is observed but a discontinuous change in the slope (kink) in the order-parameter curve exists, then this is referred to as a second-order phase transition.
In the context of catastrophe theory saddle-node bifurcations are known as fold catastrophes. For nonlinear systems, saddlenode bifurcations can be frequently observed by scanning a single parameter. Therefore, they are categorized as codimension one bifurcations. The codimension of a manifold gives a measure of how likely it is that it can be encountered by randomly moving in the space that contains it: A point (dimension zero) on a line (dimension one) has a codimension of one (1 = 1 -0). That means if we follow the line, we will certainly hit the point. If the point lies in a square (dimension two) it has codimension two (2 = 2 -0). If we draw a random line in the square, we have zero probability to hit the point. On the other hand, if we draw a line in a square, then it has again codimension one (1 = 2 -1) and it will be crossed by a random line with a finite probability. We say a bifurcation is of codimension C if the manifold of points at which the bifurcation happens has codimension C. For codimension two bifurcations that we discuss later on, two parameters have to match a critical value simultaneously. Therefore, they will be encountered with a probability of zero if we just randomly scan any parameter of the system.
In motor learning this situation occurs when a "new" movement pattern can be performed given the establishment of specific initial conditions, such as the appropriate preparatory movements and so forth. If these initial conditions are not satisfied, the previously established "old" movement pattern will still be performed. With progress in practice time a moment will occur in which a small perturbation from the old pattern will induce a "sudden" transition to the new pattern. In a later section we show that a careful analysis of this transition can yield important clues to the dynamical properties of the system. We next illustrate this bifurcation and the associated time scales with an elaboration of a discrete, piecewise linear model (Liu et al., 1999) . For technical details and for the explicit formulation of the model, see the Appendix. We denote by n the practice time (number of trials) and by x n a variable that characterizes the movement pattern, that is, the associated performance. We assume for the moment that performance is continuously improving (no warm-up decrement), which means x n+l > x n . Figure 11 shows a plot of the transition curve from the lower (xj to the upper (x f ) fixed point after the bifurcation has taken place. It shows an asymmetrical transition in the sense that the initial learning rate is different from the rate at which the asymptotic performance is approached. This situation is quite typical for learning a complex coordination task like juggling (Daniels, 1994) . If we interpret x n as the fraction of balls caught at the nth trial, 5 then we observe a very slow initial improvement and, subsequently, a rapid transition to basically error-free juggling. The main point to be stressed is that very asymmetric initial and final with the parameters a t = 1.1, a f = 0.6, E = 10~4. Note that the initial rate of change is significantly smaller than that of the convergence to the final "ceiling."
improvement rates are likely to be observed in S-shaped motor learning curves. Within the context of our model we can make this qualitative statement quantitative in the logarithmic representation of the data (see Figure 12 ). There are linear sections in the curves, the slopes of which are given explicitly by the model parameters (see the Appendix for details). There are also deviations from the exponential behavior that can be described as well within the framework of our model. This asymmetry in the first and last part of the transition curve can be a signature of a saddle-node bifurcation or a. flag for a fold catastrophe in the terminology of Gilmore (1981) . Experimentally observed learning curves can be expected to show a modification due to ongoing learning modeled by steadily increasing values of the control parameter. Our model can also predict at which point on the learning curve intervention will have the most significant impact. This property can be of considerable Figure 12. For the data of Figure 10 , plots of log(ZJ n ) = log(x n -x t ) (triangles) and log(DJ = log(jc f -x n ) (squares) are shown. Both curves show exponential time scale behavior (linear segments in the plot) close to either the initial or the final point of the transition. Note, however, the deviation close to x { .
importance in practical situations involving instructional and therapeutic interventions.
Discontinuous Learning Curves, Power Laws, and Pitchfork Bifurcations
Some observed learning curves are discontinuous in the sense that they show a number of steps of accelerated performance level. Mathematically speaking, the curves are not discontinuous but show sudden changes in slope. This phenomenon has long been observed in studies of both motor learning (Bryan & Harter, 1897 , 1899 and development (Shirley, 1931) . The sudden changes in performance would be more prevalent than they are in the literature if a larger proportion of the motor learning research had studied change phenomena in tasks in which a new pattern of coordination is required to satisfy the task demands over a practice period longer than the standard single practice session (K. M. Newell, 1985) .
This phenomenon of sudden change of the slope of the orderparameter curve is observed in second-order phase transitions as mentioned above. Some recent applications of bifurcation theory to motor control were discussed by Buchanan and Kelso (1999) . One type of bifurcation that can model that transition is known as a pitchfork bifurcation. Here a change in the bifurcation parameter causes a fixed-point node to lose its stability and give rise to a pair of new stable nodes that are located on opposite sides of the original fixed point. As discussed in the example below, the three fixed points will separate from each other with a power law as a function of the bifurcation parameter. In typical situations, the power law is close to a square root function (power exponent equal to one half). That means that the bifurcation diagram resembles a pitchfork: One stable fixed point (the stem of the fork) branches into one unstable and two stable fixed points (the three prongs of the fork). Figure 13 shows an example of such a bifurcation diagram. In the context of learning this would correspond to a situation in which the qualitative dynamics are not latently present (as in the previous case of saddle-node bifurcations) but instead are created during the process of learning and modified with accumulated practice time. As we mentioned earlier, in this case the mathematical function associated with the learning curve at the task level would be a power law rather than an exponential function.
A brief introduction to the underlying theory for these relations between the state space dynamics and change in outcome at the task level is now provided, together with some basic examples. Let us start with the standard example from synergetics that originated in the theory of lasers (Haken, 1983) . We assume that a stable pattern of behavior (coordination mode) is represented by stable fixed points of an ordinary differential equation:
For this example we have an important special case that allows analytical treatment and direct visualization of the results. It is assumed that there exists a potential function V(q) with the property
The attractive fixed points are located at local minima q s of this potential well V(q). We can study pitchfork bifurcations with the help of a family of potentials depending on a parameter k of the form
(8) Figure 13 shows the graph of function of the control parameter k is represented by solid lines, that of the unstable fixed point g () by a dashed line. A system that has been at the fixed point q 0 when it was stable (k < 0) will remain there even after the bifurcation (k > 0) in the absence of an external bias or stochastic noise. In a realistic situation the system will settle onto one of the stable fixed points immediately after the bifurcation. If the selection of either one of the two fixed points was triggered by a random fluctuation, it is also referred to as spontaneous symmetry breaking. Because the system will always be close to one of the fixed points regardless of whether the control parameter is increased or decreased, we do not expect to observe any form of hysteresis.
One of the main differences of this example from the saddlenode bifurcation of the previous section is that there is no hysteresis. That means the new attractors q+ are created in the moment of the bifurcation at k = 0; they have not existed prior to the bifurcation, and no choice of initial condition could have induced a transition to the new state. In the context of learning curves we want to identify the positions (q + , q__) of the fixed points with the observed performance measure after a given practice time that is assumed to be proportional to the bifurcation parameter k. Given the assumption that the control parameter k increases monotonically with practice time, then a power law of practice with an exponent a = 0.5 would be observed.
Introducing Bias to Break the Symmetry
For the abstract and perfectly symmetrical model of Equation 8 we have, however, a conceptual problem: Learning could with equal probability improve and degrade performance (spontaneous symmetry breaking). Introducing a bias parameter b can provide a solution to this symmetry problem. That parameter could be interpreted as expressing the level of intention to increase the performance level and decrease the error rate. On the other hand there can be an interpretation of a negative bias, for example, in the "unlearning" of undesired behavioral patterns. The revised potential with bias reads as follows:
Its effect on differential Equation 6 is to introduce an extra constant force term similar to the effect of "tilting" the potential in Figure 13 . The bifurcation diagram of Figure 14 is consequently modified in a way that one of the two branches (q^_ in this case) will be disconnected from the subcritical solution q 0 . This implies that a monotonous increase of the control parameter k from sub-to supercritical values will create a smooth change in the location of the stable fixed point q + (see Figure 15 ). The previously equivalent branch q__ is now only accessible as a stable branch q s _ in the supercritical domain through a finite external perturbation. It is created in a saddle-node bifurcation at k c > 0 together with an unstable branch q u that approaches 0 for increasing k (see Figure 15 ). It can be seen that the power law behavior still applies for large values of k but has to be significantly modified close to zero. If we want to fit a power law (Equation 2) to any learning curve, we implicitly calibrate our variables so that learning starts at time zero at a performance parameter that is also set to zero. ). Shown are the location of the stable branch q + for the symmetric case (see Figure 12 ) and both stable branches (q s+ , q,_) of the biased case.
well defined. For the more realistic biased case this is not so clear and, therefore, we have to include both initial time kf and initial performance level q t as fit parameters in the general expression for the power law (see also Equation 6 in Rosenbloom & Newell, 1987) :
If we fix kj at zero, because it is the inflection point of q s+ , we get a range of exponents a that lie within 10% of the original value of 0.5 depending mainly on the choice of q s+ . Choosing q i = q s+ (0) yields a poor fit with exponent close to one.
Note on Bifurcations in the HKB Model
The potential that describes the dynamics of the HKB model (Haken et al., 1985) has similar properties to the potential in Equation 8 in that it changes from a configuration of only one minimum (stable behavioral pattern "in phase") to two stable patterns ("in phase" = 0° and "antiphase" = 180° phase difference) corresponding to two potential minima separated by a maximum of the potential. Such a maximum corresponds to an unstable fixed point and is also known as separatrix. The bifurcation, however, is significantly different from the one encountered in the laser potential given in Equation 8 above. The location of the stable fixed points does not change with the bifurcation parameter (oscillation frequency). In that sense we do not really have a performance parameter that will change with practice. The bifurcation that leads to transitions from one stable state to another is an inverted pitchfork bifurcation in the perfectly symmetrical situation and a saddle-node bifurcation in the presence of symmetry breaking bias.
In both cases a discrete jump to the new fixed point is observed that will involve fixed exponential time scales determined by the eigenvalues of the stable and unstable fixed points. In a physics context this transition would be categorized as a first-order phase transition including hysteresis in the sense that the transition point would depend on the direction in which we change the control parameter. These two elementary bifurcations thereby illustrate the difference between "creating" and "finding" a new behavioral movement pattern in motor learning. The former case is governed by the power laws with which the location of the new fixed point changes with the bifurcation parameter, and the latter by exponentials of leaving-approaching existing fixed points.
Intentions and Catastrophes
The notion of bias as a method to break the symmetry close to bifurcation points has been introduced previously. In the general case the bias was treated as a constant, external force that would tilt the potential well of our dynamical model. This can be interpreted as a bias created by an incentive toward improved performance or reduction of error. In Schoner (1989) we have an example of intention as a bias that is created by an external goal and memory effects as opposed to "intrinsic" dynamics. Mathematically, this is modeled by adding a potential function with a minimum at the goal value of the state variable (phase difference). Although in principle one can choose any function with a minimum at the desired location, the control force necessary to reach that goal can become very large and completely distort the intrinsic dynamical system. In the above example, the control force can be an order of magnitude larger than all intrinsic forces.
As an alternative, we can model the effect of an "intention" to reach a goal value with a smaller and more localized control potential, for instance, in the form of an inverted Gaussian distribution that is localized at a certain point with a given width and depth. That means we can interpret the intention level (depth of the potential) as a second (after the movement frequency), independent control parameter. We can now through a systematic search find a point in this two-dimensional control space (oscillation frequency and intention level) where one of the attractors (180°o scillations, say) can be created in a codimension two bifurcation. In the language of catastrophe theory this point is also known as a cusp and the overall control surface is known as a cusp catastrophe. Much of the above discussion of the organization of transitions and bifurcations can be expressed in the framework of catastrophe theory (Gilmore, 1981; Molenaar & Hartelman, 1996) . However, by investigating the time scales involved in the transient behavior to and from the relevant fixed point, we can also extract quantitative information about the shape of the potential function, signature (flags) of the transition, and estimates for the dynamical parameters of the system.
Discrete Time Systems and Discontinuous Learning Curves
Because of the generic form of the dynamical system of Equation 6, it would be expected that the features associated with the pitchfork bifurcation can be found in a wide class of models. This can be illustrated with the help of a model with discrete time variable n that is, therefore, not described by a differential equation but by an iteration scheme. We choose the example of the wellstudied logistic map (see Kaplan & Glass, 1995) :
The variables x n are within the unit interval 0 < x,, £ 1, which is invariant for values of the control parameter a in the domain 0 < a < 4. For 0 s a < 1 the only stable fixed point x* is at zero. A second fixed point x* is outside of the unit interval and unstable. It is given by 1
We can see that at a = 1 this fixed point x* moves inside the unit interval when x* becomes unstable. In a sense, the two fixed points switch their role. From Equation 13 we can see that x* grows as a power law with exponent a = -1. This is a different bifurcation than the ones discussed previously, and we are not aware of its generality or relevance for realistic models. At a = 3 the fixed point x* becomes unstable in a bifurcation that is quite similar to the pitchfork bifurcation discussed above. The main difference, however, is that the new stable solutions are not fixed points but periodic oscillations between the two branches. For that reason this bifurcation is also known as perioddoubling bifurcation.
In order to make a connection to learning curves we introduce a bias by always selecting the amplitude of the periodic solution as the performance parameter. Note that we can always map this problem onto an equivalent bifurcation problem in which the oscillation is replaced by multiple fixed points. In dynamical systems we can choose a global time scale as a free gauge parameter. A free gauge parameter corresponds to the universal symmetry that all physical laws would remain invariant if everywhere time were run at a different rate.
7 If we replace the time variable t = n in the above example by a new time variable t' = 2n, then nothing in the dynamics will be changed except for a renormalization of all parameters. The fixed point x* will remain a fixed point (with renormalized eigenvalues) under the time coordinate change.
Let us assume that the period-doubling bifurcation gave rise to a period-two orbit consisting of the points x(n) = x* and x(n + 1) = x*. From the above it is evident that x(n + 2) = x* and x(n + 3) = x*, which means that the system oscillates between the two points. Under the time coordinate change, this period-two orbit will turn into two distinct fixed points and the above-mentioned bias favors the one with a greater distance to the original (now unstable) fixed point x*. The same argument can be applied to orbits of arbitrary (finite) period and is the basis of an important analysis tool in discrete dynamics. The general case (including orbits with unbounded period) has been studied in the context of the renormalization theory of the period-doubling route to chaos (see, e.g., Collet & Eckman, 1980) . The new solution x* can be computed analytically and shows indeed a power law dependence on the control parameter a with an exponent a = 0.5.
One of the interesting properties of the logistic map is that this bifurcation repeats itself at a sequence a n of parameters also known as period-doubling. The sequence has an accumulation point a,,, = 3.56, to which it converges at a rate that is given by the Feigenbaum constant (Feigenbaum, 1983) . Feigenbaum was able to show that this phenomenon is universal and not specific to the logistic map. This theoretical prediction has been experimentally confirmed in systems that range from lasers and fluids to population dynamics. Here we speculate that it might be relevant to the phenomenon of discontinuous learning curves. In Figure 16 it is shown that the location of the amplitude x* of the stable pattern for a is in the range 3 < a < 3.56. For the first two bifurcations in the sequence we confirmed the power law behavior with exponents close to a = 0.5.
Time Scales in Motor Learning and Development
The simulations of the relation between dynamical systems and the change in growth of the variables arising from such systems show that the basic features of change in motor learning and development can be produced by a small set of principles about time scales. These principles offer several theoretical and practical implications for considering change in motor learning and development. We now address these issues in the context of the primary change phenomena of motor learning and development that were identified previously. Several hypotheses are advanced about the influence of time scales on the key persistent and transitory phenomena of motor learning and development. Finally, we briefly discuss some implications of the ideas developed here for motor learning to contemporary theory for the learning of cognitive tasks and human learning in general.
Nature of the Persistent Change
Previous syntheses have established that several functions for learning may arise in the acquisition of motor skills (cf. Mazur & Hastie, 1978; A. Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981; Thurstone, 1919) . The predominant learning function is the power law, although other functions, including exponential functions, hyperbolic functions, logistic functions, and functions with discontinuities (sudden changes) can emerge. The simulations reported here show that the principles of dynamical systems theory offer a coherent framework and rationale as to how a set of learning curves (functions), each with the capacity to have different time scales, may arise. The central point is that the change in the outcome of action over time is the product of many interacting dynamical subsystems, each of which has its own time scale that is continually evolving in real time. This theoretical framework holds for the relatively short-term view of the typical one session adult motor learning studies through to the more long-term view of motor development across the life span.
In the absence of a bifurcation of the attractor organization in state space, the most fundamental account of the learning function from a dynamical systems standpoint is that it is an exponential. This follows directly from the intrinsic time scale of the macroscopic organization of a dynamical system (Haken, 1983; Kaplan & Glass, 1995) . The number of studies that have shown exponen- tial fits for motor learning curves, however, is quite small (but see Mazur & Hastie, 1978; A. Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981) . The determination of the appropriate learning functions has been based largely on goodness-of-fit estimates rather than attempts at a qualitative evaluation of the function. As a consequence, we postulate that there has been an underestimation of actual exponential fits to data sets because averaging over participants and trials tends to mask the exponential function.
There is always some type and degree of reorganization of the system that accompanies motor learning, but the nature and relative influence of these changes depends on the confluence of organismic, environmental, and task constraints to action (Newell, 1986) . The simulations, therefore, also provide a basis for understanding why the power law tends to fit a high proportion of the motor learning data sets. Learning is a product of changes over time in the relative contribution of the dynamical processes at the different levels of analysis of the movement outcome. Furthermore, given the continually evolving state of the individual through the life span and the resultant changes in developmental constraints (K. M. Newell, 1986; Thelen, 1986) , the exponents of the dominant processes that support movement outcome may also change over time. Thus, there is a low probability of finding a single exponential time scale to the change in movement outcome at the macroscopic level, giving rise to multiple changes of time scales, and the resultant power law as the most prevalent function of learning.
It is generally the case in the exponential and power law functions that there are larger absolute gains in performance early as opposed to late in learning. There would seem to be at least two reasons for this pattern to changes in outcome scores. One is the long-standing assumption that the biological system has limits and that system changes approach these limits with decreasing returns at an exponential rate (Thurstone, 1919) . Another is the hypothesis that individuals attempt to reorganize the coordination solution over time in a fashion such that the largest positive gain in performance outcome is generated at that moment in time. It would seem possible in principle, however, that the greatest absolute changes in time scales and movement outcome could occur at any point in the learning process (see, e.g., the pitchfork bifurcation case presented earlier). This kind of sudden change in the performance outcome at some midpoint of practice is hypothesized to most likely occur in the learning of a motor task where a new pattern of coordination is required (K. M. Newell, 1985) . Furthermore, this kind of significant and sudden change in performance would be particularly prevalent in those tasks that continue to be performed over long segments of the life span where the change in developmental constraints also plays a significant role in channeling the dynamics and determining the outcome (e.g., Thelen & Smith, 1994) .
The dynamical systems framework can also accommodate the learning curves where performance increases over time at a positively accelerating rate (Daniels, 1994) . This learning function is usually emphasized in tasks in which the participant has to try to do more of something over practice. In this situation, once the participant can produce the qualitative properties of the to-belearned movement sequence, the task in a behavioral sense becomes one of repetitions of a newly learned sequential output and the generation of an adaptive level of variability. Learning to juggle fits this case in that, once participants have acquired the appropriate pattern of juggling, they can continue to increase the number of cycles of juggling at a positively accelerating rate (Daniels, 1994) . In principle, though, there would still be a limit to even this type of task performance if observation was extended (which it is usually not) for a sufficient period of practice. Hence, the demonstration of a positively accelerating exponential function in juggling and other motor tasks could merely be a reflection of not following practice over a period of time sufficient to reveal an S-shaped function for learning.
In summary, we have shown that all the fundamental types of persistent change in motor learning and development can be derived from a few basic principles of dynamical systems. These learning phenomena require a broader set of model conditions than those evident in the fixed time scales of the HKB model (Haken et al., 1985) . The multiple time scales of change are driven by a small set of basic bifurcation and decay phenomena of dynamical systems. Experimental work is required to provide direct examinations of these postulations mapping the change in dynamics to the change in behavior.
It should be noted that so far we have mainly discussed one aspect of nonlinear dynamical systems: fixed points and their bifurcations. We do not have the space to go into any detail about another fundamental consequence of nonlinearity in dynamical systems, namely, transitions to chaos. In many of models mentioned above stochastic noise is introduced for a number of theoretical and empirical reasons. It turns out, however, that many of the important roles of stochastic noise in learning can also be fulfilled-sometimes even more efficiently-by dynamically generated chaos (Elbert et al., 1994; Skarda & Freeman, 1987) . A search strategy involving random fluctuations can be very poor if it does not take into account the specific context of the search space (K. M. Newell, Kugler, et al., 1989) .
Intrinsically generated chaos typically evolves along unstable manifolds of fixed points and, -therefore, takes advantage of the robust skeleton structures of a dynamical system. With this strategy transitions to new, potentially distant fixed points (e.g., created via saddle-node bifurcations) can be reached via a chaotic inter-mittency transition. If we follow the logistic map to larger parameter values than the ones shown in Figure 16 , all fixed points become unstable and the system develops bounded, deterministic chaos. This chaos is interspersed with islands of stable behavior generated by saddle-node bifurcations. As the saddle-node bifurcation is approached, the system spends an increasingly longer time close to the new, stable orbit. Phases of regular behavior become longer and are interrupted by chaotic bursts less frequently until the new orbit is completely stabilized.
This scenario would constitute an alternative to the simple S-shaped transitions with exponential time scales discussed in the context of saddle-node bifurcations. In terms of experimental observations, the intermittency scenario would satisfy the criterion of divergence of variance close to the bifurcation. But the temporal structure of the intermittent trajectory could clearly discriminate between intermittent chaos and a stochastic noise term of the same variance.
Time scales and motor tasks. The nature of the learning process is influenced by the task demands in the context of the organism-environment interaction. It is hypothesized that an exponential change in performance outcome is most likely to be found in the learning of simple motor tasks, such as those requiring the scaling of an already learned movement pattern, rather than those tasks requiring the assembly of a new pattern of coordination (K. M. Newell, 1985) . Examples of simple tasks are the linear positioning and timing tasks that have dominated the study of adult motor learning and control for the last 100 years (cf. K. M. . The learning process will most closely follow an exponential in these tasks because significant qualitative changes in movement organization are not required to realize the task goal, particularly as performance is usually observed over a limited period of time. Indeed, the scaling of the existing movement pattern that leads to the reduction of error in these tasks can be interpreted as a relaxation to an equilibrium point that follows the natural decay of an exponential function (Liu et al., 1999) .
To address directly the hypothesis that exponential functions are more likely to emerge in simple tasks, we have reanalyzed data from a study that was set up to examine the time-evolutionary features of learning a single biomechanical degree of freedom timing task (K. M. Newell et al., 1997) . We have fitted exponential and power functions to the individual trial error data of each participant in each of the movement conditions (variations of amplitude and duration) of this study. The exponential and the power law functions each accounted for about the same percentage of variance, which on average for individuals was only about 60%, because of the high level of trial-to-trial fluctuations. However, estimates of percentage of variance in curve fitting are strongly influenced by noisy data (which was evident here), and they can be misleading in regard to determining the actual qualitative properties of the best fitting function.
To overcome this problem, we used the analysis procedure of R n outlined in Equation 4, which directly assesses the proportionality of the error to the performance level. The R n data for the first 20 trials of 8 participants in one condition (100 ms-20 cm) are shown in Figure 17A . This analysis shows that there was no systematic change in the proportionality of error over trials. This finding is consistent with the proposition that the learning function for individuals was that of an exponential (with noise) rather than a power law, and this was the general trend across individual participants and conditions. The averaged rate of approach across individuals to the target goal in the first 5 trials (see Figure 17B ) was, however, more like what would be produced from a power law for learning. This analysis shows that the time scale of learning for the individual participants approximated that of an exponential with noise. It also provides evidence that different time scales can be produced when data are averaged over participants.
A power law for performance change is a common finding in motor learning because of the multiple changes that occur in the dominance of the processes supporting performance and because each of these processes has it own particular time scale. At the level of the state space of the dynamics these changes arise from bifurcations between attractor organizations that have different time scales. It is clear that power laws can be found across a wide range of real time scales of learning (Grossman, 1959; Snoddy, 1926) , although we hypothesize that this function will have a higher probability of being realized when the task performance is analyzed over significant practice and real time periods. Different procedures for averaging observed data over trials and/or across individuals, as well as methods for blocking the data, can also increase the likelihood of mistakenly fitting a power law to limited and noisy data.
Averaged learning data. We have shown that averaging data over participants and trials can mask the veridical assessment of the time scales of learning and that this confounding factor has influenced prior assessments of the laws of learning. It is hypothesized, based on the simulations reported earlier, that averaging learning data over groups of participants will introduce a larger number of different time scales into the collective data set and increase the probability of a power law fit to the learning curve. The magnitude of the influence of averaging will depend on the number of participant data sets that are averaged and the range of individual exponents of the function for learning. Clearly, formal tests of the ideas presented here require assessments of the function of each individual's learning of a task, even if group evaluations are also warranted.
Averaging data over blocks of trials can also mask the nature of the change that is actually evident in the data when considered on an individual basis. A particular influence of blocking trials is the slowing of the rapid change in performance that is often present in the early trials of learning a task. On the other hand, averaging a lot of trials into a block can also remove the multiple time scales of change that may be present in a sequence of individual trials. Consider, for example, the information that was lost in the 10,000 trials blocked in each data point of the Grossman (1959) cigarrolling study. The blocking or averaging of data has to be conducted judiciously if a veridical assessment of the process of learning is to be realized.
Reminiscence. A well-known phenomenon in motor skill learning is that of reminiscence (Adams, 1961) , where performance is enhanced following a rest period. The performance gain following the rest period is usually attributed to the dissipation of fatiguing effects that allows the original learning to be manifest. Determining the relative contribution of fatigue and learning factors to reminiscence has not proved a straightforward enterprise.
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-0.4 Figure 17 . A: Local learning rates R n for 8 different individuals for the first 20 trials from the 100 ms-20 cm condition of Newell et al. (1997) . B: Local learning rates averaged over the individual curves of A.
Here we postulate that the learning contribution to reminiscence may arise from the change in initial conditions (following a rest) leading to a different search strategy to the stable fixed point in the attractor organization of state space than was previously used in the original practice regimen. This phenomenon is illustrated by the effect of different initial conditions on the search strategy for the stable fixed point shown in the landscapes of Figure 5 . This dynamical hypothesis does not rest on the traditional learning position of the amount of learning being affected by massed practice (Schmidt, 1982) or other practice conditions that can induce reminiscence following a rest. This dynamical hypothesis would also not depend on a fatigue hypothesis for reminiscence. Thus, it is proposed that a comparison of the organization of the dynamics prior to and following a rest interval would provide a vehicle to determine whether the dynamical organization was a factor in reminiscence.
Nature of Short-Term Transitory Change
We focus here on two types of transitory change: namely, warm-up decrement and randomlike trial-to-trial relations.
Warm-up decrement. Warm-up decrement is interpreted in the current framework as an attunement of the system to the specific environmental and task demands (Schmidt, 1982) . In this situation the participant is scaling a coordination function that the individual can already produce to realize a particular set of task demands. The participant is relaxing to the equilibrium state of the attractor organization via an exponential decay function, and this process typically takes a short amount of practice time that is task and skill dependent. This conceptualization leads to three hypotheses in regard to warm-up decrement. The first is that the time scale of the rapid changes normally associated with warm-up decrement will be that of an exponential. The second hypothesis is that the number of trials characterized by warm-up decrement at the beginning of a practice session will decrease with increments of skill level because of the gradient of the landscape surrounding the fixed point being steeper the more skilled the performer. The third hypothesis is that the time scale of warm-up decrement will also typically be faster than that of the persistent changes that characterize learning.
To examine the first hypothesis, we have analyzed the classic warm-up data of Adams (1952, Figure 3 ) that was shown previously in Figure 3 . We scanned the original graph into a computer file and digitized the data through established software procedures. We then analyzed the persistent and transitory properties of this data set, which is averaged from the pursuit rotor performance of 100 participants. Our analysis shows that an exponential function fits the early transitory trials of Days 1-3 very well in spite of the data being based on a group average. The correlation squared values for the exponential fit of the first 10 data points of each day were .98, .99, and .98, for Days 1-3, respectively. The persistent trend of this data set over the 5 days of practice was better described by an exponential function (R 2 = .98) than a power law (R 2 = .95).
The issue of warm-up decrement has not received a theoretical or empirical examination since the work of Schmidt (1982) . However, warm-up decrement is clearly a phenomenon that is commonly shown in motor learning studies, and given the prevalence of warm-up procedures in the practice of motor skills, it is also clearly a phenomenon that influences everyday actions.
Randomlike trial-to-trial relations. There have been few analyses of the sequential trial-to-trial relations in motor learning, and these have shown either no structure or only a modest degree of dependence between movement outcome scores. Some studies have shown the trial-to-trial sequence in a motor learning task to be that of a white noise model (K. M. Newell et al., 1997; Spray & Newell, 1986) , whereas others have shown that some degree of autocorrelation between adjacent trials exists in the trial sequence (Blackwell & Newell, 1996; Blackwell, Simmons, & Spray, 1991; K. M. Newell et al., 1997; Pressing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997) . Where the sequential structure over trials has been shown, it has usually been confined to the relation between the rcth and n + 1st trial, but in principle it could extend beyond adjacent trials, dependent perhaps on the skill level of the learner (K. M. Newell et al., 1997; Pressing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997) .
Recent analyses of the sequential properties of performance output, where the relatively longer time scales of learning are not considered in a single performance session, have shown a number of types of departures from a white noise model, including 1/f (Gilden et al., 1995) , correlated random walk phenomena (Collins & De Luca, 1993) , and ARIMA processes (K. M. Newell et al., 1997; Pressing & Jolley-Rogers, 1997) . Thus, while a stochastic white noise model of the fluctuations of motor output is the working assumption of the dynamical approach to motor control (Schoner et al., 1986) , there are limited data to support this postulation in either a performance or a learning situation. Nevertheless, the concept of stochastic noise inducing fluctuations in dynamical systems is a viable approach to study the trial-to-trial transitory phenomena associated with motor learning. In this regard, we have shown that a piecewise linear map model can produce the classic bracketing and creeping trial-to-trial search strategies that are evident in learning simple positioning and timing tasks (Liu et al., 1999) .
Inferences for the Learning of Cognitive Tasks
Traditionally, the study of behavior has been categorized into particular kinds of tasks, such as perceptual, cognitive, motor, and communicative. These task categories, however, are more reflections of an emphasis of particular processes than they are of mutually distinct processes in the organization of human behavior. It should not be surprising, therefore, to find that the learning curves for tasks in different behavioral categories hold some similarities (Mazur & Hastie, 1978; A. Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981) . Indeed, A. Newell and Rosenbloom claimed that this similarity across task domains was so striking that the power law was the "ubiquitous law of practice" (p. 2). We agree that the power law is pervasive in learning motor and cognitive tasks, but as we have shown, there are a variety of motor task situations where other functions better fit the data (Mazur & Hastie, 1978; Underwood, 1949; Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1938) , and the same is the case in cognitive tasks (Mazur & Hastie, 1978; van Geert, 1994) .
Nevertheless, in concluding this article, we make links to the theoretical accounts offered from the cognitive domain for the power law and the nature of learning curves in general. Ivry (1996) recently reviewed these cognitive accounts of learning curves that include the method selection model of Grossman (1959) , the chunking model of A. Newell and Rosenbloom (1981) , the hierarchical priming model of Mackay (1982) , and the instance model of Logan (1988) . In light of this review, we focus here on the chunking model of A. Newell and Rosenbloom as it is this model that rekindled interest in the general problem of learning curves and, moreover, promoted the power law as the common function of learning for the cognitive and motor domains (see also the subsequent developments from Laird, Rosenbloom, & Newell, 1986, and Newell, 1987) .
The chunking model was set up to realize the power law function for learning curves (A. Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981) . It was based on the traditions of information-processing theory whereby the individual acquires and organizes knowledge of the environment by forming and storing structured chunks (Miller, 1956) . There are various types of chunks, including those for perceptual, internal-processing, and motor patterns. A key assumption of the theory is that the time to process a chunk is constant. Therefore, performance time improves and learning occurs by the acquisition of higher level chunks, so that as practice proceeds there are fewer chunks to process for the given task.
Rosenbloom ran simulations of the chunking model for a set of standard information-processing (reaction time-compatibility) tasks and obtained mixed results (see Laird et al., 1986) . That is, the model was not adequate in discriminating exponential versus power law behavior, in spite of several modeling assumptions that were introduced about the specific task structure. Indeed, subsequently Rosenbloom and Newell (1987) noted, "there was a disturbing number of exponentials" (p. 46) in this modeling work. These equivocal tests raise questions about the limitations of the chunking model and provide further challenges to the assumption that the power law is the universal function for human learning. Also, in a test of the self-organized criticality concept in learning (Chialvo & Bak, 1998) , where the theory might anticipate power law behavior (Bak, 1996) , the learning curves produced by the model had fixed time scales indicating exponential change in performance.
It should be noted that at the heart of the chunking model is the theoretical assumption that memory is hierarchically structured as a lattice. This postulation is consistent with the traditional views of the brain as a quasi-static algorithmic computer with sequential procedures (A. Newell & Simon, 1976) . This view of the brain has been supplanted by the recognition of the brain as a complex adaptive system with parallel processing capabilities through selforganization of neuronal cell assemblies (Elbert et al., 1994; Freeman, 1975; Mayer-Kress, 1998; Stein, Grillner, Selverston, & Stuart, 1997) . The associated time scales are in the gamma band range (tens of milliseconds) and give rise to changes in synaptic properties via Hebbian learning. This provides a mechanism of how the relatively short (microscopic) time scales can be coupled to the relatively longer (macroscopic) time scales of cognitive activities (cf. Kelso, 1995; Port & van Gelder, 1995) .
The chunking theory of learning could be consonant with the dynamical account proposed here if each chunk was assumed to be a dynamical system having a given exponential time scale, with performance in general reflecting a collective of subsystems, each with its own evolving time scale. In short, the dynamical account proposed here holds the potential to consider the change in behavior for various cognitive activities. Cognitive events such as perceiving, remembering, translating, and so on are activities that are products of the organization of an embedded set of dynamical systems. Given that position, it seems reasonable to postulate that the change in the behavior of these human cognitive activities over time will also follow the learning principles advanced here for movement tasks.
In summary, we have shown that the persistent and transitory changes in task outcome are products of the dynamical stability and instability realized from the changing and different time scales of the evolving attractor landscape, bifurcations between attractor organizations, and the transient phenomena associated with moving toward and away from fixed points. The dynamical systems approach offered here outlines new ways to look at some of the traditional problems of change in motor learning and development, and, in addition, we postulate, human learning in general.
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an important distinction between the two parameters. We want to treat a f as a parameter that characterizes the system itself and that we assume is constant for one experiment. Throughout this text we use the somewhat sloppy notation x f = Xf(e) as well as x n+l -fix n ) without including the function parameters explicitly as indices.
In this model we treat e as a bifurcation parameter, that is, we want to observe the behavior of the system as e changes (typically at a differentslower-time scale). In the general situation we make the assumption that the bifurcation parameter will increase monotonically and proportionally with practice time. Because /(*") -x n has a maximum at x n = x c (see Equation A3 ) we can compute the first bifurcation point s, from the equation f(x c ) = x c . We obtain the expression (A5) a, -a f where we can choose x fa (x fa = 0.9 in our example). Strictly speaking, x f also depends on a f , but in the context of this discussion we want to make For the numerical parameters used in our example we get e, = -0.064. This means that for e < e,, only x i is present as a stable attractor, and for -0.064 < e < 0, we observe bistability.
In a realistic situation it is difficult, if not impossible, to keep the time evolution of x n and E separate. Therefore, it is important to estimate the characteristic time scales of the variables and parameters and make sure that they are well separated. If these general conditions are not fulfilled, then we have to modify the model. However, we want to take the opportunity to illustrate the fundamental theoretical difference between the two types of dynamics with the help of our simple model. As we demonstrate below, the departure from and convergence to a fixed point is genetically exponential. In the next section we discuss in a more general model how the change in position of fixed points as a result of changing bifurcation parameters is typically described by power laws. In Equation A3 we have a very simple example of this generic property. Because of the special class of functions that we have chosen for our model (piecewise linear) the exponent here is equal to one. Figure 11 shows a plot of the trajectory *" under the action of the dynamics of Equation A1 for a supercritical parameter value of E > 0 and
(Appendix continues)
initial condition x 0 = x { . We observe an asymmetrical transition from x, to x { in the sense that the initial learning rate is different from the rate at which the asymptotic performance is approached.
The learning rates are determined by the parameters a i and o f , which are both positive. Their magnitude determines the time scales of the dynamics close to the points x i and x s . For the situation that a { < 1 < a { , and e = 0, we get for x a = x, + 8 0 and 0 < S 0 < x c -x;. a i S 0 =:x i + Si. (A6) By iterating this process n times we get x a = Xi + 6 n = xi + a"8 0 .
(A7)
From experimental data x n we can estimate the exponential growth rate by taking the logarithm of the distance from the initial point: (A8)
Using the same argument, we can show an exponential convergence x n -* x r with exponent log(a f ). In Figure 12 we illustrate this result with data from our piecewise linear model of Equation Al using the same parameters as in Figure 11 . Because we have a convergence to x f from below, we know that x n < x^ and therefore we evaluate log[> f (e) -x,]~n log(o f ).
In the logarithmic representation of the data we observe a linear section, the slope of which is given by the logarithms of the slope parameters of the map a t and a f . We notice a deviation from the exponential behavior close to the crossover point x c as we would expect. There is a second deviation from the log-linear curve that occurs for small values of x n -x,. This stems from the fact that for e > 0 we have no longer a fixed point at x-, because fix) = *; + £. For the general nonlinear case we know that one eigenvalue of the fixed point becomes equal to one at the bifurcation value (real part zero for the continuous case), and therefore we have to consider nonlocal properties of the dynamical system. This will in general produce an initial segment of the S-shaped transition curve that is neither exponential nor a power law. Because the transition genetically terminates in a linearly stable fixed point, the last segment of the transition will be exponential at a rate determined by the eigenvalues of the fixed point. This asymmetry in the first and last part of the transition curve can be a signature of a saddle-node bifurcation or a flag for a fold catastrophe in the terminology of Gilmore (1981) . Experimentally observed learning curves can be expected to show a modification due to ongoing learning modeled by steadily increasing values of the bifurcation parameter e. Because our model has a critical configuration at s = 0 and x = x t , this is the condition for which it would predict the highest sensitivity in terms of small changes having the largest impact on the evolution of the system.
